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The Geometry of an Art is very thorough in its treatment of techniques. These varied considerably, depending partly
on the understanding of each author and partly on the tasks the authors set themselves, and these tasks can be broken
down according to what is given and preferences about how the work is to be done. The exercise with the octahedron
will have suggested several ways in which the task can be formulated: lengths, angles, coordinates among them. In
other figures, for example a net of squares or cubes, collinearity might seem important.
The book begins, after some helpful introductory technical remarks, with a brief treatment of Brunelleschi and
then a more detailed account of the writings of Alberti and Piero della Francesca. Then we are given a chapter on
Leonardo da Vinci, whose interests and opinions appear rather skew to the simple considerations of single focused
perspective. At this point mathematicians and artists had the bare outline of the theory, and the first instructional books
appear, by Vignola, Danti, Barbaro and others south of the Alps, and Dürer and his successors to the north. Andersen
ascribes the birth of a mathematical theory of perspective to Guidobaldo del Monte and Simon Stevin, whom she
treats in considerable detail, before following their successors, including ‘sGravesande. Then she takes us to France,
for an account of Desargues’s work, and to Britain, which came to the topic quite late but then in the mathematically
sophisticated form of Brook Taylor, whose work she describes at length. Finally, and best of all, we come to Johann
Lambert, who has some 70 pages to himself, and then Monge serves as a brief coda to the story.
But that is only to list the highlights of a book that discusses almost 200 authors and covers 350 years. The emphasis
is on the development of techniques and ultimately theories of perspective, culminating in Lambert’s account that
explains how it can all be done: shadows, rainbows, curved surfaces and, hardest of all, perspective images of pictures
in perspective (as in an artist’s studio or a gallery). It emerges from this wealth of description that as the decades went
by the mathematical aspects of the theory were ever more deeply explored, but that two other possible developments
did not occur. One is that there was no significant impact of all this work on the instruction of painters. Perspective
remained the business of stage designers and illustrators, the textbooks the mathematicians produced found little
audience among the more artistically gifted. The other dog that did not bark is possibly more surprising: despite
Desargues’s work and even Lambert’s there was little direct influence of any of this on the 19th-century rediscovery
of projective geometry. It should also be noted that, despite all her efforts, the author could find no women who wrote
on perspective in the period considered.
The book is written clearly and well illustrated throughout. The reader with pen and paper to hand can not only
learn to draw in perspective but will come to understand how perspective was thought about and clarified, and how
this rich topic diffused through several communities in Europe. It is a remarkable piece of historical research, and will
surely become the definitive text on the subject.
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Among its other treasures, the Wren Library of Trinity College, Cambridge, contains an album of 42 portraits.
Included in this collection are youthful likenesses of Arthur Cayley, William Thomson (later known as Lord Kelvin),
J.W.L. Heaviside, and Isaac Todhunter; they and the 38 other subjects of the album all studied under Cambridge
mathematical coach William Hopkins and subsequently graduated with high honors on the Cambridge mathematical
Tripos examination. This portrait album served as the inspiration for Alex D.D. Craik’s comprehensive study of
Cambridge’s role in British mathematics during the 19th century.
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Cambridge was generally regarded as the best place to receive a mathematical education in 19th-century Britain.
The university owed much of its preeminence in the field to its mathematical Tripos examination. For over half of the
19th century, this examination was a mandatory hurdle for the BA degree at Cambridge, even for those students inter-
ested in non-mathematical areas. A high ranking among the wranglers, the highest honors class of the examination,
provided access to promising positions in the university, church, and government. In response to these high stakes,
by the late 18th century, Cambridge students began to pay for extra help in preparing for the Tripos. Gradually, these
private studies eclipsed those received in college, and by the mid-19th century, private coaching represented a vital
component of the Cambridge education.
Hopkins entered Peterhouse, Cambridge, at the untraditional age of 29 after losing his first wife and giving up on a
life of farming. He graduated as seventh among the wranglers in the 1827 mathematical Tripos examination. Usually,
a high ranking wrangler could expect to be elected to a Cambridge fellowship; Hopkins, however, had remarried
as an undergraduate and was restricted by celibacy requirements from attaining this desired position. For Hopkins
and other Cambridge graduates barred from fellowships because of marriage or religious issues, for those hoping
eventually to receive fellowships, and for those whose poverty had driven up debts which needed to be repaid, private
mathematical coaching provided an employment solution. Hopkins proved to be an extremely successful coach. From
his 30-year career, he could count among his students 48 wranglers who scored in the top three positions. Besides
the four mathematicians mentioned above, his students included George Gabriel Stokes, James Clerk-Maxwell, Peter
Guthrie Tait, Francis Galton, and James Joseph Sylvester. In Craik’s view, “All the wranglers of this period were
influenced by Hopkins in one way or another: Directly or indirectly, they were all ‘Mr Hopkins’ men’ ” (p. 6). Thus,
while Hopkins’ students form the initial focus of this book, Craik includes wranglers not taught by Hopkins and places
all of the students within a wide institutional, educational, and political context.
Craik begins to paint the landscape surrounding the Wren Library portraits by describing student life at Cambridge
from 1820 to 1860. Using firsthand accounts of Cambridge students including Solomon Atkinson (Senior Wrangler,
1821), John Venn (6th, 1857), Walter Besant (8th, 1859), and the American Charles Astor Bristed who studied at
Trinity College in the 1840s, Craik provides an insightful window into the university at mid-century. Specifically,
these accounts detail “town and gown” relationships, the ineffectiveness of college lectures, and the necessity of
private instruction. Craik then unravels for the reader the complicated relationships between Parliament, the Anglican
Church, and Cambridge. Also detailed are the relationship between Cambridge and other British universities and the
relationships between the colleges within Cambridge.
In his History of the Study of Mathematics at Cambridge, W.W. Rouse Ball explained that “the whole instruction
of the bulk of the more advanced students [in mathematics] passed into the hands of a few men who were independent
both of the university and the colleges—a fact which seems to be as puzzling as it is inexplicable to foreign observers”
(Ball, 1889, 161). Craik clearly describes this confusing system of instruction, and he details the series of reforms that
tried to correct it. The 52 pages of evidence on mathematics in the 1852 Report of the Royal Commission of Enquiry
into Cambridge University provides Craik with interesting accounts and criticisms of the Cambridge educational
system.
Included in Craik’s discussion of teaching at Cambridge is a very good explanation of the mathematical Tripos and
the subsequent Smith’s Prize examinations. However, no actual questions from these examinations appear; their inclu-
sion could have given even more insight into the challenges that Cambridge students were facing. [Several questions
from the Tripos and analysis of student solutions can be found in Andrew Warwick’s Masters of Theory (Warwick,
2003, e.g. 18–24 and 163–167), and June Barrow-Green’s excellent discussion of the Smith’s Prizes also provides a
good supplement to anyone interested in learning more about these examinations (Barrow-Green, 1999).] Similarly,
although Craik carefully describes Hopkins’ teaching methods, he includes no examples from student notes of Hop-
kins’ instruction. Notes by Stokes, Thomson, and Clerk Maxwell still survive, and excerpts from them would have
been enlightening.
After setting the institutional, political, and educational context surrounding 19th-century British mathematics and
providing a biography of Hopkins, Craik devotes the next five chapters to a prosopography of the 42 portrait subjects,
case studies of four wranglers, and a discussion of the career paths of the wranglers roughly spanning Hopkins’ career.
After providing brief biographies of the portrait subjects, the book treats the reader to 24 pages of color images, most
of which come from the portrait album. After reading about the lives of these wranglers, to see their likenesses is very
satisfying. This is just one of the many ways that Craik brings these mathematicians to life.
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Many of these 42 wranglers pursued careers in the Anglican Church and several served as bishops. These wrangler
bishops and mathematically trained clerics were well placed to participate in the debates surrounding science and
religion. Craik examines these debates thoroughly, including reactions to the controversial Essays and Reviews of
1860, a collection of writings against literal interpretations of the Bible, and Charles Darwin’s 1859 Origin of Species.
He carries this theme into his case studies of two of Hopkins’s students: the devout George Gabriel Stokes (Senior
Wrangler, 1841) and Bishop Harvey Goodwin (2nd, 1840), both of whom sought to harmonize science and religion.
The subjects of the other two case studies, George Green (4th, 1837) and John Couch Adams (Senior Wrangler,
1843), did not study under Hopkins but were clearly marked by their Cambridge mathematical educations. The four
case studies bring a level of detail and immediacy that is impossible in the wider prosopography. In fact, the prosopo-
graphical discussion of the wranglers’ careers in British universities and colleges begins to read like a list. What this
discussion lacks is institutional history, which Craik fortunately provides in the next chapter on the wranglers’ careers
abroad. His accounts of wranglers in Australia, India, and Africa are highly engaging. Especially interesting is the
employment of William Archer Porter (3rd, 1849) as tutor to the Maharaja of Mysore, a political puppet of the British
in India, as well as the controversy surrounding John William Colenso (2nd, 1836), the Bishop of Natal. Craik also
gives an extensive account of the ill-fated mission to Central Africa by Bishop Charles Frederick Mackenzie (2nd,
1848), who had been aided by missionary and explorer David Livingstone.
Craik closes the book with discussions of the growth of a mathematical research community in Britain, and the
achievements of British mathematics from 1830 to 1880. While both discussions are brief, they give a clear and
succinct account of the state of the mathematical art in Britain during this period.
Craik’s book takes advantage of insightful firsthand accounts of life at Cambridge during the middle third of the
19th century. As a result, this book allows us a glimpse inside Cambridge’s colleges, and, in particular, Mr. Hopkins’
tutoring rooms. There are numerous accounts of “great Cambridge men of mathematics,” but Craik also gives us an
integrated account of the study of mathematics at Cambridge; he includes the “great men” as well as men who have
previously fallen outside of the range of historians of mathematics, but whose lives are nonetheless compelling and
insightful. As a result, the reader comes away with sense of how involved these mathematicians were, not just in
education, but government, the Anglican Church, and debates central to Victorian Britain.
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